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Building Embedded Processor
Systems with SOPC Builder

and Excalibur Devices
Introduction Altera® Excalibur™ devices and SOPC Builder provide a powerful 
solution for designing custom processor systems, which are much more 
flexible than application-specific standard products (ASSPs). ASSPs have 
a fixed peripheral set that limits the number of applications that they can 
be efficiently used in. However, with the introduction of the Excalibur 
family of devices, you can now use a single Excalibur device in multiple 
projects, as Excalibur devices contain programmable logic that allows you 
to implement customized peripheral sets. 

This application note discusses how to design Excalibur-based processor 
systems with SOPC Builder and reviews an reference design that you can 
use, or modify for use, in a wide variety of embedded applications.

Background This section discusses the following topics:

■ Moving from ASSP Embedded Processors to Excalibur Devices
■ Creating Systems with SOPC Builder

Moving from ASSP Embedded Processors to Excalibur Devices

ARM-based ASSPs are often seen in embedded processor projects. A 
typical ASSP processor, such as the Intel StrongARM SA-1110, may 
contain the following peripheral set:

■ Real time clock
■ Direct memory access (DMA) controller
■ General purpose inputs and outputs (GPIO)
■ Universal serial bus (USB)
■ Interrupt controller
■ General purpose clock
■ LCD controller
■ Universal asynchronous receiver transmitters (UARTs)
■ Memory controller
■ Infrared data association (IrDA)
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Designs that require a subset of these peripherals and additional 
peripherals are forced to use an off-chip solution, which increases 
component costs. Often a companion chip is used in conjunction with an 
ASSP, because not all of the desired peripherals are contained in the ASSP. 
Apart from potentially increasing the system cost by requiring the use of 
external components, the rigid peripheral set of an ASSP processor can 
limit its appeal as a broad platform that can be used in multiple types of 
systems.

The Excalibur devices may provide the following fixed peripherals:

■ Single-port RAM (SRAM)
■ Dual-port RAM (DPRAM)
■ Timer
■ Watchdog timer
■ Interrupt controller
■ SDRAM controller
■ Expansion bus interface (EBI) (flash memory)
■ UART

In addition, the Excalibur devices offer a much greater degree of flexibility 
than ASSPs, because Excalibur devices include programmable logic, 
which can be used to implement custom peripherals or other logic. Altera 
provides a number of pre-tested peripherals that are easily added into 
Excalibur-based projects. You can quickly incorporate Altera MegaCore® 
functions, Altera MegaCore Partners (AMPP) peripherals, and your own 
custom peripherals into an Excalibur device using SOPC Builder. 

f For more information on Altera MegaCore functions and AMPP, refer to 
the IP MegaStore at www.altera.com.

One of the most innovative features of the Excalibur family is the 
processors capability of reconfiguring the FPGA portion of the Excalibur 
device on-the-fly. This feature of the Excalibur family enables it to 
function as a reconfigurable processor. For example, multiple FPGA 
images containing different peripheral sets can be stored in external flash 
memory and selectively loaded during run time. Using a reconfigurable 
processor can reduce both cost and power consumption as you only need 
to load the peripherals currently being used by the processor. Other less 
frequently used peripherals only need to be loaded into the FGPA portion 
of the Excalibur device when they are needed. The system cost can 
therefore be reduced as it may be possible to use a smaller device than a 
non-reconfigurable solution would require.

f For more information on the reconfigurable nature of the Excalibur 
devices, refer to AN298 Reconfiguring Excalibur Devices Under Process 
Control.
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Creating Systems with SOPC Builder

SOPC Builder provides you with the capability to quickly design 
embedded systems specifically tailored to a custom application. When 
using SOPC Builder you can add and remove peripherals to your 
subsystem as needed without having to choose a different processor. This 
allows you to choose the exact peripheral set needed for a given 
application, without having to waste any peripherals as often happens in 
ASSP based designs. Once you have selected the components to include 
in a design, SOPC Builder automatically generates all of the bus, 
decoding, and arbitration logic necessary to connect the various 
components within the design.

Figure 1 shows a sample system that can be generated with SOPC Builder. 
This system contains two peripherals and an Excalibur stripe. The 
Excalibur stripe contains an ARM922T processor and a number of system 
peripherals. You can configure this component using SOPC Builder to 
enable various peripherals and to configure the memory map of the stripe 
registers and peripherals. When configuring the Excalibur stripe you have 
the option of enabling the PLD-to-Stripe and the Stripe-to-PLD bridges. 
By enabling the PLD-to-Stripe bridge you allow master components 
implemented in the FPGA to access resources in the stripe. Similarly, 
when the Stripe-to-PLD bridge is enabled the ARM922T processor can 
access any slave peripherals that are implemented in the FPGA. The 
sample system (see Figure 1) has both bridges enabled so that the VGA 
driver master component can access stripe memory and the stripe can 
access the UART implemented in the FPGA. After adding the various 
components and setting the base address and interrupt numbers of each 
component, you click Generate to create all of the necessary bus logic to 
connect the peripherals to the Excalibur stripe.
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Figure 1. Example Excalibur-Based SOPC Builder System

In addition to generating the interconnect logic for a system, SOPC 
Builder can support peripherals of different bus standards within the 
same system. For example, some systems may require the use of 
peripherals with an advanced micro-controller bus architecture (AMBA) 
high-performance bus (AHB) interface and peripherals with an Avalon™ 
bus interface. Both bus standards are permitted through the use of 
Avalon-to-AHB and AHB-to-Avalon bridges, which are available as 
components within SOPC Builder. These bridges provide multiple 
benefits—a wider range of peripherals can be implemented in a design, 
and if you are unfamiliar with one bus standard, you can use a bridge to 
automatically connect a peripheral of the other bus standard without 
having to design a custom bridge. The left hand column of Figure 1 shows 
where the bridge components are located. To add a bridge to the system, 
select the desired bridge and click Add… The bridge is then instantiated 
into your system.

1 For more information on SOPC Builder, refer to the SOPC Builder 
Data Sheet.

1 For more information on the Excalibur devices, refer to the 
Excalibur Devices Hardware Reference Manual.
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Reference 
Design 

The reference design that is included with this application note provides 
a general platform upon which you can immediately begin developing 
software applications. The design was developed using SOPC Builder. 
You can easily modify the design to add or remove peripherals, change 
peripheral base addresses and IRQ numbers, and modify which masters 
can access which peripherals. Figure 2 shows the reference design block 
diagram. Figure 3 shows the SOPC Builder set-up that was used to 
generate this system.

Figure 2. Example Excalibur Embedded System
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Figure 3. Reference Design SOPC Builder Set-Up
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The reference design contains two primary bus structures. The first bus 
connects the VGA driver master interface to the PLD-to-stripe bridge. This 
bus provides a path for the VGA driver to access image data from SDRAM 
that is connected to the SDRAM controller included in the Excalibur 
stripe. The VGA driver is the only master connected to the PLD-to-stripe 
bridge, therefore it always has access to the bridge and does not require 
arbitration.

The second bus connects the various slave peripherals to an Avalon-based 
DMA controller and to the stripe-to-PLD bridge. This bus contains a 
number of peripherals that are accessible by the ARM922T processor and 
the DMA controller. SOPC Builder bus logic supports slave-side 
arbitration and gives you freedom over which peripherals are accessible 
by which master. For example, in this reference design the DMA 
controller has only been configured to access the UART and the DPRAM. 
This capability increases system performance, because the DMA 
controller can send or receive data from the UART while the ARM922T 
accesses another peripheral simultaneously.

Figure 4 shows the master and slave connections of the reference design. 
The connections between the masters and slaves are shown on the grid on 
the left hand side of Figure 4. The DMA controller can transfer data 
between the stripe DPRAM and the UART. The DMA controller has two 
master ports: a read master and a write master. Figure 4 shows how both 
of the master ports of the Avalon DMA controller are connected to the 
DPRAM of the stripe. The master ports of the DMA controller are also 
connected to the AHB UART via the Avalon-to-AHB bridge. You can 
connect the DMA controller to other peripherals in the system by checking 
any circles in the grid that intersect between the horizontal lines 
representing the peripheral that you are interested in accessing and the 
vertical lines representing the DMA master ports.
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Figure 4. Master/Slave Connections

The system described in Figure 4 consumes approximately 85% of the 
logic resources of an EPXA1 device. Using SOPC Builder you can easily 
modify this system to use different peripherals. For example, if a real time 
clock is not needed in the system you can remove this component and 
replace it with another peripheral such as a second UART. In this 
example, the design consumes approximately 90% of the resources in the 
EPXA1 device. Table 1 shows the logic resources required for a number of 
different peripheral sets.

Notes to Table 1
(1) All designs targeted to Excalibur devices can implement the following peripherals without consuming any logic 

elements: SDRAM controller, EBI interface, watchdog timer, timer, UART, configuration logic master, single-port 
RAM, dual-port RAM, stripe-to-PLD bridge, and PLD-to-stripe bridge.

The following sections provide a brief description of each of the 
components used in the reference design. The register map for each of the 
peripherals is in “Appendix A—Memory Maps” on page 23.

Table 1. Peripheral Set Logic Resources

Peripheral Set Estimated LEs

UART, VGA controller, DMA controller, RTC, GPCLK, IDE, 10-bit PIO 3,426

2 UARTs, VGA controller, DMA controller, IDE, 32-bit PIO 3,632

IrDA UART, UART, VGA controller, 32-bit PIO 2,900
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VGA driver

The VGA driver is a 16-bit driver that can display image sizes up to 
640 × 480 pixels. This component contains both an AHB master and an 
AHB slave interface. The slave interface sets up the image size and enables 
the driver. This interface is accessible to the ARM922T processor via the 
stripe-to-PLD bridge. A DMA engine within the VGA driver controls the 
master interface. This interface fetches images line by line that are stored 
in SDRAM. The master interface accesses SDRAM by sending 
transactions over the PLD-to-stripe bridge to the SDRAM controller 
located in the stripe. 

f For more information on the VGA driver, refer to AN287: Using Excalibur 
DMA Controllers for Video Imaging. 

The VGA driver included with the reference design works with the Texas 
Instruments THS8134B Video DAC. AleaREP provides a daughter card 
containing this TI part. 

f For more information on the AleaREP Lancelot VGA daughter card, refer 
to www.fpga.nl.

DMA Controller

The reference design DMA controller is an Avalon-based component and 
is a completely separate DMA controller from the one used in the VGA 
driver. This DMA controller contains an Avalon slave interface, which is 
used to set up the DMA transactions. The ARM922T processor accesses 
the slave interface over the stripe-to-PLD bridge. However, because the 
DMA controller is an Avalon based component the AHB signals coming 
out of the stripe-to-PLD bridge must be converted to Avalon signals, for 
the DMA to be accessed by the processor. This bus conversion is 
facilitated by the AHB-to-Avalon bridge (see Figure 4). 

The master ports of the DMA controller perform the actual data 
transactions. In this reference design the DMA controller only accesses the 
stripe DPRAM and the UART. The DPRAM of the stripe contains an 
Avalon interface so the DMA controller is able to connect to this directly. 
However, the UART used in the design contains an AHB interface 
therefore the DMA controller must run its master signals through an 
Avalon-to-AHB bridge to access the UART. 

f For more information on the DMA controller, refer to the Nios DMA Data 
Sheet.
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UART

The UART implemented in the stripe is the Altera UART with FIFO buffer 
MegaCore® function with OpenCore® Plus hardware evaluation. This 
UART is available with user selectable Avalon or AHB interfaces. This 
design sets the bus interface of the UART to AHB. The UART is mastered 
by two components in this design: the stripe-to-PLD bridge and the 
Avalon-to-AHB bridge. The stripe-to-PLD bridge allows the ARM922T 
processor to access the UART while the Avalon-to-AHB bridges allows 
the DMA controller to access the UART. The functionality of this UART is 
similar to the UART that is embedded in the Excalibur stripe. 

f For more information on the UART with FIFO Buffer, refer to the UART 
with FIFO Buffer MegaCore Function User Guide. 

GPCLK

The GPCLK peripheral is capable of driving a 50% duty cycle clock signal 
to an output pin of the Excalibur device. The reference design connects the 
GPCLK to pin 3 of the J2 header. However, you can modify this to drive 
any free output pin. The GPCLK has an output frequency range of 190 Hz 
to 12.5 MHz. The output frequency of the GPCLK is configured by writing 
a 16-bit baud rate divisor (BRD) variable to the GPCLK and the frequency 
is given by the following equation:

output frequency = 12.5 ×106 Hz/(BRD + 1)

where 0 ≤ BRD < 65536

RTC

The real time clock generates a time stamp that can be used by an 
operating system or user software as needed. The RTC peripheral always 
powers on with a time value of 0 and a step frequency of 12.5 MHz. 
Typically, on system initialization the host processor loads the RTC with 
the last count value before the system was powered down successfully. 
Most real time clocks run on the order of 1 Hz, therefore you must set-up 
the RTC at power up if a frequency other than 12.5 Hz is desired. The step 
frequency of the RTC is given by the following equation:

step frequency = 12.5 ×106 Hz/(BRD + 1)

where 0 ≤ BRD < 4,294,967,296
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The RTC status can be determined in a number of ways by the processor. 
The most direct way to determine the RTC status is to read the RTC count 
value from the register interface. Additionally, the RTC can be 
programmed to generate an interrupt signal whenever its value matches 
a user loadable alarm value. Furthermore the RTC can be programmed to 
generate an interrupt on rising edges of the stepped down RTC clock.

PIO

The reference design also contains a 10-bit PIO. The PIO is easily 
configured to be wider if necessary and the direction of the PIO can be 
configured as input, output, or bi-directional. Both the input-only or bi-
directional PIOs can be configured to generate interrupts when a change 
of data is detected. The 10-bit PIO in the reference design is configured as 
output only and is directly connected to the 10 user LEDs on the EPXA1 
development board. 

f For additional information on the PIO port refer to the Nios PIO Data Sheet.

IDE

An interface to a compact flash memory or other IDE device is provided 
via the use of a PIO and an Avalon interface to user logic. The PIO is 
configured as input-only and accepts the following input signals from the 
IDE device: 

■ intrq
■ iordy
■ iocs16 
■ dasp

The interface to user logic provides the address, data, and control signals 
necessary to access a compact flash memory or other IDE device. 

f For more information on compact flash memory, refer to 
www.compactflash.org.

The IDE interface included with this design is intended to work with the 
Microtronix Operating System Support Board. This board includes a 
32 MB compact flash memory. 

f For more information on this board, refer to www.microtronix.com.
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PS2 Mouse

The reference design provides a basic PS2 mouse driver that interfaces to 
the processor via an Avalon bus. The mouse driver is a simple read-only 
peripheral. Upon system power up the driver resets the mouse and 
verifies that the mouse passes its self-test. Upon receiving a successful 
acknowledgement of the mouse passing self-test, the driver enables the 
mouse to enter streaming mode. At which point, the mouse generates an 
interrupt and sends data to the processor, whenever a button is pressed or 
any movement is detected. The IRQ is cleared by reading from the mouse 
data register.

Software Support

The ARM922T processor used in the Excalibur devices is instruction set 
compatible with any other ARM-based processors that use the ARM V4 
instruction set. This instruction set compatibility provides binary code 
compatibility between the Excalibur devices and other ARM-based 
processors. 

The Excalibur devices are also supported by a number of 3rd party 
vendors, including the following operating systems:

■ VxWorks AE 1.1
■ MontaVista Linux
■ ATI Nucleus RTOS
■ OSE Systems

Compilation support for the Excalibur devices is directly supported by the 
ARM ADS and the GNU Pro tool chains. In addition the following 
companies provide debug solutions for the Excalibur devices:

■ Agilent 
■ American Arium
■ ARM
■ Embedded Performance
■ Lauterbach
■ Mentor Graphics/Accelerated Technology
■ Nohau Corporation
■ Sophia Systems
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SOPC Builder Software Flow

SOPC Builder can create a software environment for each system that it 
generates. The software environment includes start up code for the 
ARM922T processor and drivers for a subset of the peripherals that are 
included in your system. It is then a simple task to add driver support for 
any custom peripherals that have been included in an SOPC 
Builder-generated system. 

The following two major software directories are created when you 
generate Excalibur systems with SOPC Builder: 

■ ARM_Stripe_sdk
■ ARM_Stripe_ads_sdk

The ARM_Stripe_sdk directory contains the software files necessary to 
compile your project using the GNU Pro Compiler; the 
ARM_Stripe_ads_sdk directory contains the files necessary to compile 
your project using the ARM ADS Compiler. Each of the folders contains a 
Tcl script called make_quartus_sw_project.tcl. This script should be 
sourced from the Quartus II TCL console, to set-up the Quartus II software 
Builder for the chosen C compiler.

Inside each of the two software folders are a number of library files. 
Table 2 describes the main library files.

Table 2. Main Library Files

File Description

excalibur.h C header file used to describe peripheral base addresses, 
data structures and function prototypes.

excalibur.s Assembly header file used to describe peripheral base 
addresses.

arm_copyrange.c A C function that copies data from one range in memory 
to another.

 arm_cstubs_ads.c and arm_cstubs_gnu.c C library routines that provide file access. 

arm_delay.c A C routine that can be used as a delay function. Uses the 
timer in the Excalibur stripe.

arm_irq_stubs_ads.c and arm_irq_stubs_gnu.c Implements the stack heap and defines interrupt handlers.

arm_isrmanager.c An ISR manager for handling interrupts to the Excalibur 
stripe.

arm_jumptomain_ads.s and 
arm_jumptomain_gnu.c

ARM startup code, enables caches and sets up stack 
pointers.

arm_jumptoreset.c A software routine that resets the processor.
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After sourcing the appropriate make_quartus_sw_project.tcl Tcl script, 
you can begin developing application code for the system generated by 
SOPC Builder.

Reference Design Software Files

The software that is shipped with the reference design makes use of the 
libraries files created by SOPC Builder (see Table 2). To test the system 
shown in Figure 3, seven additional software files are provided with the 
reference design that can be used in conjunction with the main library 
files. Table 3 describes the seven additional software files that are 
provided with the reference design.

Getting Started This section involves the following steps:

■ Hardware and Software Requirements 
■ Install the Design
■ Run the Design

arm_printf.c A printf implementation.

arm_sprintf.c A sprintf implementation.

arm_stripe_uart_routines.c Transmit, receive and initialization routines for the stripe 
uart.

arm_uart.c Additional routines to talk to the UART.

arm_zerorange.c Routine that write 0s to a range of memory.

Table 2. Main Library Files

File Description

Table 3. Additional Software Files

soft_uart_routines.c Transmit, receive and initialization routines for the soft uart.

dma.c C routines that provide support for DMA transfers.

dma.h Header file defining DMA structure and function prototypes

ide.c Simple C routines to access device information from compact flash memory.

ideutils.h Provides function prototypes for IDE routines.

ide.h Contains register field information for the IDE interface.

peripheral_test.c This is the main software file. It provides an interactive UI that is used to test each of the 
peripherals included in the reference design.
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Hardware and Software Requirements

The design requires the following hardware:

■ EPXA1 Development Board

f For more information on the EPXA1 Development Board, refer to the 
EPXA1 Development Board Hardware Reference Manual.

The design requires the following software:

■ Altera Quartus® II software version 2.2

Install the Design

To install the reference design, unzip an308.zip. Figure 5 shows the 
directory structure. 

1 Unzipping the an308.zip file installs a components directory in 
the Quartus II project directory. This directory contains the 
custom components used by SOPC Builder. 

Figure 5. Directory Structure

Run the Design

To run the reference design on an EPXA1 development board, perform the 
following steps:

1. Generate the Design with SOPC Builder.

2. Compile the Reference Design Hardware.

3. Compile the Reference Design Software.

4. Program the EPXA1 Development Board.

components
Contains SOPC Builder components that are used in the design

flash
Contains a flash programming file for the design.   

software
Contains custom software used in the design.

sopc_reference_design
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Generate the Design with SOPC Builder

The reference design is pre-generated using SOPC Builder. However, if 
you need to modify the peripheral set in the design, you can regenerate 
the design by performing the following steps:

1. Open the arm_sopc.quartus project in the Quartus II software.

a. Choose Program > Altera > Quartus II (Windows Start menu).

b. Choose Open Project (File menu).

c. Choose arm_sopc.quartus, and click OK.

2. Open SOPC Builder. Either choose SOPC Builder (Tools menu) 
or double click the arm_sopc_inst symbol in the top-level schematic.

You can add, modify or remove peripherals as needed. 

3. Indicate to SOPC Builder the location of the custom components 
used in this design. 

a. To specify that SOPC Builder uses the custom components, in 
SOPC Builder choose SOPC Builder Setup (File menu). 

b. In the Additional directories containing SOPC Builder 
components path specify the location of the components 
directory. Click OK. 

c. For the changes made to the component search path to take 
effect, exit then re-open SOPC Builder.

4. The reference design instantiates an Altera UART with FIFO Buffer 
MegaCore function. This MegaCore function is available with an 
OpenCore Plus evaluation license, which allows you to evaluate the 
UART with FIFO Buffer in hardware for a limited period of time. 

1 If you want to use the UART with FIFO Buffer in the 
reference design, download it from the IP MegaStore.

5. To tell SOPC Builder where this component is installed, perform the 
following steps:

a. Choose SOPC Builder Setup (File menu). 

b. In the Additional directories containing SOPC Builder 
components path specify the location where you installed the 
16 Altera Corporation
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UART with FIFO Buffer. You can separate multiple directories in 
this path with a + sign. For example, type the paths in the 
following format:

C:\altera\AN308\arm_sopc\components+C:\MegaCore
\uart_fifo-v1.0.2 

c. For the changes made to the component search path to take 
effect, exit then re-open SOPC Builder.

6. Click Generate, to create the design.

7. Click Exit in SOPC Builder, when you receive a successful generation 
message.

SOPC Builder generates an HDL file, arm_sopc.vhd, that includes all of 
the peripherals and interconnect logic for your design. SOPC Builder 
version 2.8 supports single clock domain systems. However, the VGA 
driver component included in the design requires that its master domain 
run at a faster frequency than the slave logic. For the operation of the VGA 
driver, you must modify the output of SOPC Builder to connect a faster 
clock to the VGA drivers master port and to the PLD-to-Stripe bridge. To 
modify the output of SOPC Builder to support multiple clock domains, 
perform the following steps:

1. Run the multi_clock.tcl script. 

a. Choose Auxiliary Windows > Tcl Console window (View 
menu).

b. Type the following command:

source multi_clock.tcl

All of the necessary hardware has been created for the reference design.

Compile the Reference Design Hardware

The reference design includes a settings file arm_sopc.csf, which makes 
all of the necessary pin assignments to run the reference design on the 
EPXA1 development board. To compile the hardware and use the settings 
provided in the arm_sopc.csf file, select Start Compilation (Processing 
menu) in the Quartus II software.
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Compile the Reference Design Software

You can compile the reference design software using either the GNU Pro 
tools or the ARM ADS tool suite. To compile the software with either of 
the tool suites, perform the following steps:

1. Set-up the Quartus II software build environment, by sourcing one 
of the make_quartus_sw_project.tcl files that are generated by 
SOPC Builder.

a. If you are using the GNU Pro tool set, open the Quartus II Tcl 
console and change directories to the GNU project root directory 
by typing the following command:

cd ARM_Stripe_sdk

Then source the make_quartus_sw_project.tcl script, by typing 
the following command in the Tcl console:

source make_quartus_sw_project.tcl

or

b. If you are using the ADS tool set, open the Quartus II Tcl console 
and change directories to the ADS project root directory by 
typing the following command:

cd ARM_Stripe_ads_sdk

Then source the make_quartus_sw_project.tcl script, by typing 
the following command in the Tcl console:

source make_quartus_sw_project.tcl

2. After sourcing the appropriate Tcl script, ensure that the additional 
software files used in the reference design are included in the 
Quartus II project. 

a. Choose Settings (Assignments menu). 

b. Expand Files & Directories and choose Add/Remove, which 
displays all of the files that are included in the project. Ensure 
that the dma.c, dma.h, soft_uart_routines.c, and 
peripheral_test.c files are included in the project. 

c. If any of these files are not included, add them to the project 
using the Add/Remove window.
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3. Once the software project has been set up and all of the necessary 
files are added to the project, compile the software by choosing Start 
Software Build (Processing menu). SOPC builder generates a soft 
image in the form of a .hex file, which can be downloaded to the 
EPXA1 development board.

Program the EPXA1 Development Board

To program the reference design into flash memory on the EPXA1 
development board, perform the following steps:

1. Ensure that the EPXA1 development board is powered down and no 
daughter cards are plugged into any of the expansion headers on the 
board.

2. Connect a ByteBlaster cable from your PC’s parallel port to the JTAG 
header on the EPXA1 development board. 

3. Power up the EPXA1 development board.

4. Open a DOS prompt and change directories to <reference design 
install directory>\flash. Program the EPXA1 development board by 
typing the following command:

prog_hw

A batch file links the .hex file generated by the Quartus II software 
with a .hex file that contains image data used by the VGA driver. The 
batch file then downloads the combined .hex file to the board using 
the exc_flash_programmer utility.

5. After the batch file has finished, power down the EPXA1 
development board.

The reference design uses some peripherals that are connected to the 
EPXA1 development board via daughter cards. To test the VGA driver, 
mouse, or compact flash memory, plug the appropriate daughter cards 
into the EPXA1 development board, and perform the following steps:. 

1 Because of the design of the two daughter cards used in this 
reference design, you can only plug one of them into the EPXA1 
development board at a time.
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1. To test the VGA, or mouse features, plug the Lancelot card into the 
J10, J11, J15 header group with the VGA connector pointing away 
from the board. If you are using a mouse, connect the mouse to the J6 
connector on the Lancelot card. A monitor can be connected to the J4 
connector on the Lancelot card.

or 

2. To test compact flash memory, plug the compact flash daughter card 
into the J3,J4,J9 header group.

3. Connect a null-modem cable from the P2 RS232 connector on the 
EPXA1 development board to serial port 1 on your PC. Also connect 
a null-modem cable from the P1 RS232 connector to serial port 2 on 
your PC.

4. Configure a terminal window to connect to each serial port of your 
computer, by opening HyperTerminal and selecting COM1 as your 
communications port. 

5. Configure HyperTerminal (see Figure 6).

Figure 6. HyperTerminal Configuration

6. Open HyperTerminal again and create a connection to COM2 with 
the same settings (see Figure 6).
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7. Power on the EPXA1 development board. 

8. The HyperTerminal window connected to COM1 displays a menu 
giving you the option to test each of the peripherals (see Figure 7). 
Press the letter associated with the peripheral that you are interested 
in to run its test routine.

Figure 7. User Interface Window

Conclusion SOPC Builder and the Excalibur devices present a powerful solution for a 
flexible and cost-efficient embedded processor. The programmable nature 
of FPGAs allows you to create customized peripheral sets tailored to the 
specific application that you are currently working on. This enables the 
same part to be used in a multitude of designs, thereby leveraging volume 
pricing opportunities and reducing the risk of product obsolescence. This 
application note has also presented an overview of a reference design that 
you can use as a development platform for a number of embedded 
designs, which used to be implemented with ASSPs. 
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Appendix A—Memory Maps
Table 4 shows the register access abbreviations. 

Reference 
Design Memory 
Map

Table 5 shows the reference design memory map.

Table 4. Register Access

Abbreviation Description

R Read access (no side effects).

RO Read only.

R* Read access with possible side effects (such as clearing some of 
the bits or clearing an interrupt).

R/W Read and write access.

W Writes of 1 or 0 set writable bits to the values specified.

S Writes of 1 set bits. Writes of 0 do nothing.

C Writes of 1 clear the appropriate bits. Writes of 0 do nothing.

Table 5. Reference Design Memory Map (Part 1 of 2)

Address (H) Description

0000 0000 to 1FFF FFFF SDRAM (32 MB).

2000 0000 to 2000 7FFF SRAM (32 KB).

3000 0000 to 3000 3FFF DPRAM (16KB).

4000 0000 to 403F FFFF EBI (Flash 4MB).

7FFF C000 to 7FFF FFFF Registers.

8000 0000 to 8000 301F Reserved.

8000 3000 to 8000 400F GPCLK.

8000 4000 to 8000 5003 RTC.

8000 5000 to 8000 4000 PS2 Mouse.

8000 7000 to 8000 780F IDE.

8000 8000 to 8000 801F DMA controller.
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Tables 7 to 10 show the real time clock (RTC) register map.

8000 9000 to 8000 900F GPIO.

8001 0000 to 8001 001F VGA controller.

8001 1000 to 8001 13FF UART with FIFO buffer.

Table 5. Reference Design Memory Map (Part 2 of 2)

Address (H) Description

Table 6. RTC Register Map (8000 4000 H base)

Offset (H) Mnemonic Access

0 ALARM R/W

4 COUNT R/W

8 BRD R/W

C STATUS R/W

Table 7. RTC Alarm Register

Data Bit Mnemonic Description

31:0 ALARM An IRQ is generated whenever the value of ALARM matches the value of COUNT.

Table 8. RTC Count Register

Data Bit Mnemonic Description

31:0 COUNT Current value of RTC. When the host writes to COUNT, the RTC begins counting at the 
newly written value. Otherwise the RTC begins counting at 0.

Table 9. RTC BRD Register

Data Bit Mnemonic Description

31:0 BRD Baud rate divisor, which generates step frequency.
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Tables 11 to 14 show the general purpose clock (GPCLK) register map.

Table 10. RTC Status Register

Data Bit Mnemonic Description

0 ALARM_IRQ 1, when an alarm IRQ has occurred. The alarm IRQ is cleared by first 
disabling the IRQ (see bit 2) then by writing a 1 to this bit.

1 EDGE_IRQ 1, when an edge IRQ has occurred. Clear edge IRQs by writing a 1 to this 
bit.

2 ALARM_IRQ_EN Write a 1 to this register to enable IRQ generation when the alarm register 
matches the count register.

3 EDGE_IRQ_EN Write a 1 to this register to enable IRQ generation on the rising edges of 
the RTC clock.

31:4 – Reserved bits, writes have no effect. Reads return 0.

Table 11. GPCLK Register Map (8000 3000 H base)

Offset Mnemonic Access

00 – Reserved.

04 CONTROL R/W

08 – Reserved.

0C BRDH R/W

10 BRDL R/W

14 – Reserved.

18 – Reserved.

1C – Reserved.

Table 12. GPCLK Control Register

Data Bit Mnemonic Description

0 – Reserved.

1 ENABLE Write a 1 to turn on the GPCLK, 0 to turn off the GPCLK

31:2 – Reserved.
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Tables 15 to 20 show the VGA drivers register map.

Table 13. GPCLK BRDH Register

Data Bit Mnemonic Description

7:0 BRDH The upper 8 bits of the baud rate divisor (BRD). The BRD is determined as BRD = 
BRDH,BRDL

31:8 – Reserved.

Table 14. GPCLK BRDL Register

Data Bit Mnemonic Description

7:0 BRDL The lower 8 bits of the baud rate divisor. The BRD is determined as BRD = 
BRDH,BRDL

31:8 – Reserved.

Table 15. VGA Register Map (80010000 H base)

Offset (H) Mnemonic Access

00 BUFFER_ADDRESS R/W

04 IMAGE_DIMENSIONS R/W

08 CONTROL R/W

0C CURRENT_ADDRESS R

10 STATUS R

14 – Reserved.

18 – Reserved.

1C – Reserved.

Table 16. VGA Buffer Address Register

Data Bit Mnemonic Description

31:0 HADDR 32-bit base address in the frame buffer memory
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UART At reset, all registers hold the value 0 unless otherwise specified.

Table 17. VGA Image Dimensions Register

Data Bit Mnemonic Description

15:0 NUM_LINES The total number of lines 

31:16 NUM_PIXELS_PER_LINE The number of pixels in each line (must be divisible by 16).

Table 18. VGA Control Register

Data Bit Mnemonic Description

0 M Video mode. 0 = normal mode, 1 = double pixel mode. For more information, refer 
to AN287: Using Excalibur DMA Controllers for Video Imaging .

1 E Enable the VGA driver. 1 = enable, 0 = disable.

31:2 – Reserved.

Table 19. VGA Status Register

Data Bit Mnemonic Description

0 HB Horizontal blanking signal from the VGA driver. A 1 indicates that a line is being 
driven.

1 VB Vertical blanking signal from the VGA driver. A 1 indicates that a frame is being 
driven.

31:2 – Reserved.

Table 20. VGA Reserved Registers

Data Bit Mnemonic Description

31:0 – Reserved. Writes to these registers have no effect. Reads return all 0s.
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Table 21 shows the UART control registers.

At reset, all registers hold the value 0 unless otherwise specified.

Receive Status (UART_RSR 00h)

Table 22 shows the receive status register format. 

Reading this register clears the receive-interrupt bit, RI, in UART_ISR.

Table 21. UART Registers

Byte Offset (H)
haddr[5:0] Value

Word Offset 
addr[3:0] Value

Mnemonic Name Access

00 0000B UART_RSR Receive status register R*

04 0001B UART_RDS Received data status R

08 0010B UART_RD Received data R*

0C 0011B UART_TSR Transmit status register R*

10 0100B UART_TD Transmit data W

14 0101B UART_FCR FIFO control register R/W

18 0110B UART_IES Interrupt-enable set register R/S

1C 0111B UART_IEC Interrupt-enable clear register R/C

20 1000B UART_ISR Interrupt status register R

24 1001B UART_IID Interrupt ID register R

28 1010B UART_MC Mode-configuration register R/W

2C 1011B UART_MCR Modem control register R/W

30 1100B UART_MSR Modem status register R*

34 1101B UART_DIV_LO Divisor register (high) R/W

38 1110B UART_DIV_HI Divisor register (low) R/W

3C 1111B UART_DID Device ID R

Table 22. Receive Status Register Format

Data Bit Mnemonic Access Description

4:0 RX_LEVEL R* The number of bytes in the receive FIFO buffer.

6:5 0 R* Reserved for future use.

7 RE R* Receive error. This bit is set when there is at least one parity error, framing 
error, break indication, or overrun error at any location in the receive FIFO 
buffer.
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Received Data Status (UART_RDS 04h)

Table 23 shows the received data status register format.

The above errors are associated with the particular character in the FIFO 
buffer that they apply to. The error is revealed when its associated 
character is at the top of the FIFO buffer.

Received Data (UART_RD 08h)

Table 24 shows the received data register format. 

When you write 1 to the RC bit in UART_FCR, the core clears the receive 
FIFO buffer (i.e. the internal FIFO buffer pointers are reset). However, the 
contents of the receive FIFO buffer memory are not necessarily set to zero. 
If a read from the receive FIFO buffer happens directly after reset, and no 
data has been written to the receive FIFO buffer, the data read is 
undefined. When the FIFO buffer is full, no more data can be written into 
the FIFO buffer.

Table 23. Received Data Status Register Format

Data Bit Mnemonic Access Description

0 OE R Overrun error. Set when a receive-overrun occurs. This happens if the receive 
FIFO buffer is full and a character is received into the shift register, destroying 
the data currently in it. This status is associated with the character after the one 
that was lost because of overrun.

1 PE R Parity error. Set if the received parity differs from the expected value.

2 FE R Framing error. Set if a valid stop bit is not detected. This status bit is associated 
with the next character to be read from UART_RD.

3 BI R Break indicator. Set if a break is received. This occurs when RXD is low for 
more than one character transmission time (from start bit to stop bit): a single 
0 is received. This status is valid with the 0 character; one break-indicator flag 
and 0 is loaded into the receive FIFO buffer. The next character is only written 
into the receive FIFO buffer when the next valid start bit is detected.

7:4 0 R Reserved for future use.

Table 24. Received Data Register Format

Data Bit Mnemonic Access Description

7:0 RX_DATA R Receive data.
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Transmit Status (UART_TSR 0Ch)

Table 25 shows the transmit status register format.

Reading this register clears TI and TII in UART_ISR.

Transmit Data (UART_TD 10h)

Table 26 shows the transmit data register format.

Each write to this register stores the character in the transmit FIFO buffer.

Table 25. Transmit Status Register Format

Data Bit Mnemonic Access Description

4:0 TX_LEVEL R* Transmit FIFO buffer level (the number of characters in the transmit FIFO 
buffer).

6:5 0 R* Reserved for future use. 

7 TXI R* Transmitter idle. Set when the transmitter shift register becomes empty and 
there are no more characters in the transmit FIFO buffer. Cleared when 
UART_TSR is read.

Table 26. Transmit Data Register Format

Data Bit Mnemonic Access Description

7:0 TX_DATA W Transmit data.
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FIFO Control (UART_FCR 14h)

Table 27 shows the FIFO control register format.

When the receive FIFO buffer depth is equal to, or greater than, the 
number of characters programmed in RX_THR, the receive-interrupt bit, 
RI, in UART_ISR is set. 

When the transmit FIFO buffer depth is equal to, or less than, the number 
of characters programmed in TX_THR, the transmit-interrupt bit, TI, in 
UART_ISR is set.

Writing 1 to the clear-receive bit, RC, clears the receive FIFO buffer 
counters. The shift register is not cleared.

Writing 1 to the clear-transmit bit, TC, clears the transmit FIFO buffer 
counters and sets the TII interrupt. The shift register is not cleared.

Table 27. FIFO Control Register Format

Data Bit Mnemonic Access Description

0 TC R/C Clear transmit FIFO buffer. TC is always read as 0 and is self-clearing.

1 RC R/C Clear receive FIFO buffer. RC is always read as 0 and is self-clearing.

4:2 TX_THR R/W Transmit threshold level. The threshold level encoding is as follows:
000—0
001—2
010—4
011—8
100—10

7:5 RX_THR R/W Receive threshold level. The threshold level encoding is as follows:
000—1
001—2
010—4
011—6
100—8
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Interrupt Enable Set (UART_IES 18h)

Table 28 shows the interrupt enable set register format.

Reading UART_IES indicates which bits of the interrupt mask are set.

Interrupt Enable Clear (UART_IEC 1Ch)

Table 29 shows the interrupt enable clear register format. 

Reading UART_IEC indicates which bits of the interrupt mask are set.

Table 28. Interrupt Enable Set Register Format

Data Bit Mnemonic Access Description

0 RE R/S Enable receive-interrupt.

1 TE R/S Enable transmit-interrupt.

2 TIE R/S Enable transmit-idle-interrupt.

3 ME R/S Enable modem-status-interrupt.

7:4 0 R Reserved for future use.

Table 29. Interrupt Enable Clear Register Format

Data Bit Mnemonic Access Description

0 RE R/C Clear receive-interrupt enable.

1 TE R/C Clear transmit-interrupt enable.

2 TIE R/C Clear transmit-idle-interrupt enable.

3 ME R/C Clear modem-status-interrupt enable.

7:4 0 R Reserved for future use. 
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Interrupt Enable Status (UART_ISR 20h)

Table 30 shows the interrupt status register format.

1 The received data flag goes high when the level of the receive 
FIFO buffer is equal to or greater than the received threshold 
level.

1 The received-character timeout is an internal timeout signal, 
which is asserted when the receive FIFO buffer is not empty and 
no further data has been received over a 32-bit period.

Interrupt ID (UART_IID 24h)

Table 31 shows the interrupt ID register format.

Table 30. Interrupt Status Register Format

Data Bit Mnemonic Access Description

0 RI R Receive interrupt. Set either when there has been a received-character 
timeout or the received-data flag goes from low to high. Cleared by reading 
UART_RSR.

1 TI R Transmit interrupt. Set when the number of characters in the transmit FIFO 
buffer goes from being more than the transmit threshold to being equal to or 
less than the transmit threshold. (The transmit threshold is TX_THR in 
UART_FCR). Cleared by reading UART_TSR.

2 TII R Transmitter Idle interrupt. Set when there is no data in the transmit FIFO 
buffer and the transmit shift register becomes empty. Cleared by reading 
UART_TSR.

3 MI R Modem-status interrupt. Set when any of DDCD, TERI, DDSR or DCTS bits 
within UART_MSR are set. Cleared by reading UART_MSR.

7:4 0 R Reserved for future use. Write as 0 to ensure future compatibility.

Table 31. Interrupt ID Register Format

Data Bit Mnemonic Access Description

2:0 IID R Interrupt ID:
000 = no interrupts pending
001 = RI is the highest priority pending interrupt.
010 = TI is the highest priority pending interrupt.
011 = TII is the highest priority pending interrupt.
100 = MI is the highest priority pending interrupt.

7:3 0 R Reserved for future use. 
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Mode Configuration (UART_MC 28h)

Table 32 shows the mode configuration register format..

1 CLS selects the length of transmitted and received characters. For 
character lengths less than 8 bits, the least significant bits in 
UART_TD and UART_RD define the character, and the most 
significant bits are ignored on transmit and set to zero on receive.

1 ST selects the number of stop bits transmitted. The receiver 
checks only the first stop bit, regardless of the number of stop 
bits transmitted.

Table 32. Mode Configuration Register Format

Data Bit Mnemonic Access Description

1:0 CLS R/W Character length. Selects the number of bits used to specify character-
length:
00—5 bits
01—6 bits
10—7 bits
11—8 bits

2 ST R/W Stop bits. Selects the number of stop bits transmitted:
0—1 stop bit
1—2 stop bits.

3 PE R/W Parity enable. Selects whether parity is added (on transmit) and checked (on 
receive).

4 EP R/W Even parity. Selects between even parity and odd parity. When even parity 
is selected, the number of 1s (that is, data plus parity) is even. When odd 
parity is selected, the number of 1s (that is, data plus parity) is odd.

5 SP R/W Stick parity. Forces the parity bit to either 1 or 0.

6 OE R/W Controls the behavior of DCD and RI pins. When it is 1, DCD and RI are 
outputs controlled from the UART_MCR. When it is 0, they are inputs whose 
status is reflected in UART_MSR.

7 0 R Reserved for future use.
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Table 33 summarizes how the interactions between PE, EP and SP affect 
parity mode configuration..

Modem Control (UART_MCR 2Ch)

Table 34 shows the modem control register format.

Table 33. Mode Configuration Bits

SP EP PE Description

X X 0 No parity.

0 0 1 Odd parity.

0 1 1 Even parity.

1 0 1 ’1’ parity.

1 1 1 ’0’ parity.

Table 34. Modem Control Register Format

Data Bit Mnemonic Access Description

0 RTS R/W Request to send. Controls the state of the RTS pin. When it is 1, RTS_n is 
set active (i.e., low). Can be forced into an inactive state if AR is set.

1 DTR R/W Data terminal ready. Controls the state of the DTR pin. When it is 1, DTR_n 
is set active (i.e., low).

2 RI R/W Ring indicator output. Controls the state of the RI pin, when it is an output. 
When RI is 1, RI_n is set active (i.e., low).

3 DCD R/W Data carrier detect output. Controls the state of the DCD pin when it is an 
output. When DCD is 1, DCD_n is set active (i.e., low).

4 LB R/W When set, puts the UART into loop-back mode at the serial interface.

5 BR R/W Transmit break. Forces TXD to 0 immediately if no serial data is being 
transmitted. If data is currently being transmitted, TXD is forced to 0 after the 
current contents of the transmit shift register have been transmitted. The 
transmitter is not stopped when this bit is set.

6 AR R/W Auto rts_n. When set, the rts_n pin is de-asserted when there are 16 
bytes in the receive FIFO buffer (indicating to the transmitter that new data 
cannot be accepted). When there are fewer than 16 bytes in the receive 
FIFO buffer, the state of AR is ignored and the state of the rts_n pin 
depends only on the value of RTS.

7 AC R/W Auto CTS. When set, the transmitter does not start transmitting a character 
unless CTS in UART_MSR is asserted. It continues to transmit the current 
character if CTS changes state during the character transmission.
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1 Ensure that the transmit FIFO buffer is empty before setting BR, 
because data in the transmit FIFO buffer might be lost or 
corrupted when it is set. Data in the transmit shift register is not 
affected.

In loop-back mode, the output pins are set high (inactive) and the input 
pins are ignored. Table 35 shows how the output signals from the UART 
are connected to the inputs.

Modem Status (UART_MSR 30h)

Table 36 shows the modem status register format.

When the DCD_n and RI_n pins are selected as outputs, the appropriate 
bits in this register are always 0.

When any of the bits DDCD, TERI, DDSR and DCTS are set, the modem-
status interrupt bit, MI, is set in UART_ISR. 

Reading this register clears DDCD, TERI, DDSR and DCTS to zero (and 
clears MI).

Table 35. Input-Output Connections

Output Connected to Input

TXD RXD

RTS_n CTS_n

DTR_n DSR_n

RI_n output RI_n input

DCD_n output DCD_n input

Table 36. Modem Status Register Format

Data Bit Mnemonic Access Description

0 DCTS R* Set when the CTS_n pin changes state.

1 DDSR R* Set when the DSR_n pin changes state.

2 TERI R* Set when the RI_n pin changes from low to high.

3 DDCD R* Set when the DCD_n pin changes state.

4 CTS R* Set when the CTS_n pin is at a low value.

5 DSR R* Set when the DSR_n pin is at a low value.

6 RI R* Set when the RI_n pin is at a low value.

7 DCD R* Set when the DCD_n pin is at a low value.
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Divisor Low (UART_DIV_LO 34h)

Table 37 shows the divisor register (low) format.

Divisor High (UART_DIV_HI 38h)

Table 38 shows the divisor register (high) format.

To load a value, UART_DIV_LO must be loaded before UART_DIV_HI. 
The values in these registers combine to form the divisor latch value, 
which is used in the clock divider to generate the UART baud clock. The 
baud rate generated by the UART is the clk frequency, divided by 
(UART_DIV × 16).

If a divisor value of 0 or 1 is programmed, the baud rate divisor divides 
by 2. For example, to generate a baud rate of 230,400 from a clk of 
33 MHz, the ideal divisor is:

33,000,000/(16 × 230,400) = 8.95

A programmed value of 9 gives a 0.5% error from the ideal baud rate, 
which is comfortably within the bounds allowed by the RS232 
specification.

Device ID (UART_DID 3Ch)

The device ID register (UART_DID) at address 3C is read as 00 for a 
licensed MegaCore function. Table 39 shows the device ID register 
format.

Table 37. Receive Status Register Format

Data Bit Mnemonic Access Description

7:0 DIV R/W The least significant byte of the 16-bit divisor value.

Table 38. Receive Status Register Format

Data Bit Mnemonic Access Description

7:0 DIV R/W The most significant byte of the 16-bit divisor value.
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1 The UART_DID register is not documented in the Excalibur 
Devices Hardware Reference Manual, but a read access to the 
equivalent offset address (registers base + 2BCh) is fully 
compatible with the UART_DID register operation (i.e., it always 
reads as 00h).

DMA Controller Tables 40 to 45 show the DMA controller register map.

Table 39. Device ID Register Format

Data Bit Mnemonic Access Description

0 OC RO OpenCore Plus status. 

1= time limited core 
0 = a non-time limited core and TO is always 0.

1 TO RO 0 = the core is fully functional. 
1 = an OpenCore Plus time-out has occurred.

7:2 0 RO Reserved for future use.

Table 40. DMA Register Map (8000 8000 H base)

Offset (H) Mnemonic Access

00 STATUS R/W

04 READADDRESS R/W

08 WRITEADDRESS R/W

0C LENGTH R/W

10 – Reserved.

14 – Reserved.

18 CONTROL R/W

1C – Reserved.
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Table 41. DMA Status Register

Data Bit Mnemonic Description

0 done Set to 1 when a transfer is completed or end of packet is detected. Write to the 
status register to clear an IRQ.

1 busyA Set to 1 when a transfer is in progress.

2 reop Set to 1 when a transfer is completed because fo end of packet event on the read 
side.

3 weop Set to 1 when a transfer is completed because of end of packet event on the write 
side.

4 len Set to 1 when a transfer completes with LENGTH bytes being transferred.

31:5 – Reserved.

Table 42. DMA Read Address Register

Data Bit Mnemonic Description

31:0 READADDRESS Specifies the first location to be read in a DMA transfer. 

Table 43. DMA Write Address Register

Data Bit Mnemonic Description

31:0 WRITEADDRESS Specifies the first location to be written in a DMA transfer. 

Table 44. DMA Length Register

Data Bit Mnemonic Description

31:0 HB Specifies the number of bytes to be transferred from the read port to the write 
port.
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Tables 46 to 50 show the PIO register map.

Table 45. DMA Control Register

Data Bit Mnemonic Description

0 byte Write a 1 if data width is 8.

1 hw Write a 1 if data width is 16

2 word Write a 1 if data width is 32

3 go Write a 1 to start a transfer

4 i_en Write a 1 to enable interrupt generation on the end of a transfer.

5 reen Write a 1 to allow read slave to end transfer by asserting endofpacket

6 ween Write a 1 to allow write slave to end transfer by asserting endofpacket

7 leen Write a 1 to force DMA to end transfers when LENGTH reaches 0.

8 rcon Write a 0 to disable read address incrementing. 

9 wcon Write a 0 to disable write address incrementing.

Table 46. PIO Register Map (8000 9000 H base)

Offset (H) Mnemonic Access

0 DATA R/W

4 DIRECTION R/W

8 INTERRUPTMASK R/W

C EDGECAPTURE R/W

Table 47. PIO Data Register

Data Bit Mnemonic Description

31:0 DATA For an input-only PIO writes to this register have no effect. A read returns 
the current value on the PIO inputs.

For an output-only PIO reads from this register produces undefined results. 
Writes updates the PIO with the desired value to drive.
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Tables 51 to 52 show the PS2 mouse register map.

Table 48. PIO Direction Register

Data Bit Mnemonic Description

31:0 DIRECTION This register only exists if the mode of the PIO is set to tri-state in SOPC 
Builder. When using tri-states each bit of this register controls the direction 
of the corresponding PIO bit. A value of 1 sets the direction to out. A value 
of 0 sets the direction to in.

Table 49. PIO Interrupt Mask Register

Data Bit Mnemonic Description

31:0 INTERRUPTMASK If a bit within the register is set to, 1 interrupts are enabled for the 
corresponding bits of the PIO.

Table 50. PIO Edge Capture Register

Data Bit Mnemonic Description

31:0 EDGECAPTURE Bits are set to 1 if an edge was detected on any of the PIO inputs.

Table 51. PS2 Mouse Map (8000 5000 H base)

Offset (H) Mnemonic Access

0 DATA R

Table 52. PS2 Mouse Data Register

Data Bit Mnemonic Description

23 Y_OVERFLOW 1 indicates an overflow has occurred.

22 X_OVERFLOW 1 indicates an overflow has occurred.

21 Y_SIGN 1 indicates movement down, 0 up.

20 X_SIGN 1 indicates movement to the left, 0 to the right.

19:18 – Reserved. These reserved bits should read “10”.

17 RIGHT 1 if the mouse’s right button is pressed.
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16 LEFT 1 if the mouse’s left button is pressed.

15:8 X_MOVEMENT This 8-bit value represents the magnitude of the mouse’s movement in the 
X direction.

7:0 Y_MOVEMENT This 8-bit value represents the magnitude of the mouse’s movement in the 
Y direction.
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